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COMPILATION:  substitutes for EM FIELD,  Electric Field Hockey, FreeBody (Physics 
Academic Software). Below are posts by teachers to the physics Modeling listserv. 
 
Date:    Thu, 13 Aug 2015  
From:    Matt Watson  
Subject: substitute for EM Field? 
I learned today that my DOS programs (gasp!) will not run on Windows8 (64 bit).  I am a big fan 
of some very old Physics Academic Software titles such as FreeBody, EM Field, and Electric 
Field Hockey.  Any chance someone can recommend a website and/or software package that can 
replace EM Field? 
 ------------------------------ 
Date:    Thu, 13 Aug 2015  
From:    Jason Stark  
Here is something I hacked together a couple years ago: 
    http://jasonstark.com/science/em/emfield.html 
Most of the functionality of EM Field is there (field vectors and lines, equipotential lines, etc.).  I 
would say let me know if you have any problems or issues, but I doubt I would have time to do 
any work on it until November, as we've begun football season :) 
 ---------------------------- 
Date:    Fri, 14 Aug 2015  
From:    Jim Deane  
Matt, have you tried your software in something like DOSBOX?     
    http://www.dosbox.com/download.php?main=1 
------------------------------ 
Date:    Sat, 15 Aug 2015  
From:    Paul J. Camp 
Bruce Sherwood, one of the original authors of EM Field, has a VPython version that contains 
everything except the games. 
*  Install VPython (free) following the instructions here:  http://www.vpython.org/ 
*  Then find the program (click on Matter and Interactions, etc.) 
    It is the first one on the list (fields). Open it in Vidle and choose run. 
------------------------------ 
Date:    Fri, 14 Aug 2015  
From:    David Weaver  
And PhET has electric field hockey: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/electric-hockey 
 --------------------------- 
Date:    Sat, 15 Aug 2015  
From:    Paul J. Camp 
     DOSBox is cool. I know Graphs & Tracks and Electric Field Hockey run in it. I doubt EM 
Field would since it was an early Windows (3.0 if memory serves) program. 
     But at some point we need to figure out how to get away from these old things. That's the 
problem with software. It gets orphaned by both its authors and its OS. 
     There is an equivalent to Graphs & Tracks on Open Source Physics. It is only lacking the 
matching problems, but I found those the most valuable part of G&T. 
     Replacements for EM Field and Hockey are already mentioned. 
 


